
 

Year 5 -Medium Term Planning  

Our Choices 

Focus: People, Power, and Politics (Government) 

 
 

Global Citizenship Core Text Community / Global 

Project Outcome 

 

 
 

 

The Accidental Prime Minister 

by Tom McLaughlin. 

 

 
 

 

 

Year group council linked to 

governance.  Pen licenses. 

 

 

Curriculum Driver:  

 

Digital Literacy / 

communication. 

Hook Global Goals 
Polling station – 3 candidates standing for 

election with ballot papers. Children must 

vote for 1 only upon entering the room – 

discuss choices made and lack of 

information given. 
 

 

 

 

SDG5: Gender Equality.  

SDG16: Peace Justice and 

Strong Institutions.  
 

Curriculum Table / Display Proposed Trip/Visitors 
Key Questions:  Who is this? What 

power do they have?  Why is this 

country important? (Ireland) What 

is the European Union? 

Houses of Parliament 

 

Storyteller to visit school. 



 
 

Key Images:  Queen. Prime 

Minister, Speaker of the House of 

Commons, Boris Johnson, map of 

Ireland. House of commons, 

Houses of Parliament. 

Key Artefacts:  

 

Key Vocabulary: parliament, 

government, Westminster, Brexit, 

debate, democracy, Prime 

Minister. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Global Citizenship Building Blocks 
 

 

 

 

Knowledge and Understanding  

 

Skills Attitudes 

 

Power and governance. 

 

 

Informed and reflective action. 

Empathy. 

 

 

 

Commitment to participation and inclusion. 

Belief that people can bring about change 

 



 

 
 

Week 1 Please record building blocks from history / geography and subject drivers in this section. 
Remember to move through each stage above – from exploring to evaluating your project. 

Explore and compare Government structures of the UK (past and present – Magna Carta/Heptarchy) and around 

the world – democracy/autocracy/dictatorship etc. … 

Make links to geographical locations, human and economical/ecological features 
• Recall the names and locate the seven continents and five major oceans. 

• Name several counties that make up Britain. 

 
• Explain that significant events in history have helped shape the country we have today. 

• basic national, regional (e.g. EU) and global governance structures and systems, and differences between 

countries  

• how a lack of power and representation can result in discrimination and exclusion  

• the power of collective action and role of social movements and governments in tackling injustice  
 

 
 

Week 2 Make comparisons between past and present UK governments. What has changed? What is the same? What 

happens when Governments fail? 
Create their own geographical questions and find the answers using a range of resources (atlases, maps, globes, the internet). 
Make comparisons between historical periods, explaining things that have changed and things which have stayed the same. 

Week 3 Create our project guidelines – What needs to be done? look at examples of handwriting and challenge each 

other’s viewpoints. Create Steps to Success for the committee. 

 
Week 4 The power of the written/spoken word.  Look at some of the famous speeches from around the world and analyse 

what made them effective. Churchill – “We shall fight them on the beaches.” Martin Luther king – “I have a dream!” 

Kennedy “Man will go to the moon in this decade” Barack Obama – “Yes we Can!” 

 

Visit from a storyteller - what made him an effective storyteller?  Create S2S for getting your audience’s attention.  

 
Week 5 Design the certificate for the school pen license. 

 

Explore presentation software – PowerPoint and alternatives such as Prezi.  Understand how to use the basic 

features. 

Exploring Deepening Planning Delivering Evaluating



 
 

Week 6 Begin to design the presentation for use in assembly at the start of next term.  

Evaluate the effectiveness of presentations created – present to each other in class. 
Week 7 Hold a debate – children to use public speaking skills and S2S created to hold a debate. (Topic to be decided) 

 HALF TERM 
Week 8 Finalise and practice the presentation that will be done in assembly this week. 

 

Deliver the assembly to the whole of KS2. 
Week 9 Explore personal presentation and body language – what makes a successful candidate? Create a “pen licence 

specification” for potential applicants.  

Understand the wellbeing of applicants for their pen licence and learn how to give feedback. 

Use Excel and create a spreadsheet for record keeping and statistical analysis. 

 
Week 10 Explore what has happened in the past when people have disagreed with the decisions made by governments. 

Explore the suffragette and chartist movements and the Miners’ strike of the 80s.  
• Explain that significant events in history have helped shape the country we have today. 

• Research the life of one person who has had a significant influence on the period studied. 

• Use dates and historical language in their work. 

• Draw a timeline with different time periods outlined which show different information, such as periods of history or when 

famous people lived, etc. 

 
Week 11 The power of the people – children to plan and stage a protest: “We want our pens back!” 

 

 
Week 12 Prepare for their visit to the Houses of Parliament.  What questions would children like to ask?  What are they 

expecting to see?   

Visit to Houses of Parliament. 
Week 13 Explore parliamentary buildings around the world.  How are they different?  How are they the same? (Lyfta Meeting 

house!) 
Week 14 Reflect on the Pen Licence Project – have many children been achieving success?  Is the record-keeping 

accurate? 

What have children gained from being part of the committee? 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

English 

 

 

 
Week 1 

Wb 07.09.20 

Week 2 
WB 14.09.20 

 

Week 3 
WB 21.09.20  

 

Week 4 
WB 28.09.20 

Week 5 
WB 05.10.20 

Week 6 
WB 12.10.20 

Week 7 
WB 19.10.20 

SPaG Focus:  

Modal Verbs 

(5.32/5.51) 

 

 

Record a brief 

overview for each 

week linking within 

the writing stages 

above 

 

SPaG Focus:  

Modal Verbs 

(5.32/5.51) 

 

 

SPaG Focus:  

Modal Verbs 

(5.32/5.51) 

 

 

 

SPaG Focus:  

Modal Verbs 

(5.32/5.51) 

 

 

 

SPaG Focus:  

 brackets, dashes, 

and commas to 

indicate 

parenthesis. (5.41) 

SPaG Focus:  

brackets, dashes, 

and commas to 

indicate 

parenthesis. (5.41) 

SPaG Focus:  

brackets, dashes, 

and commas to 

indicate 

parenthesis. (5.41) 

Inspire: 

 

Chn read chapter 1 

and begin to 

engage with 

characters and 

plot. 

 

 

Inspire:  

 

Character 

descriptions of Joe, 

Ajay, Joe’s mum, 

the Headmaster, 

Violetta Crump, 

Jenkins the Butler. 

 

Stories of young 

adults trying to 

change the world 

… (Greta Thunberg, 

Malala) 

 

Mini-write. If I were 

Prime Minister … 

Immerse 

 

Explore stereotypes: 

scheming villains 

(especially female 

ones) overbearing 

authority figures, 

nosy reporters, 

helpful sidekicks. 

(drama activities) 

 

Explore villains from 

other texts …  The 

White Witch, Long 

John Silver, 

Voldemort, Dolores 

Umbridge, 

Napoleon (Animal 

Analyse 

 

Discuss the features 

of a story:  Story 

mountain. 

 

Map The 

Accidental Prime 

Minister and make 

clear the timeline. 

 

Clear beginning, 

middle and end 

with a problem and 

resolution. 

 

Generate 

 

Have an ongoing 

planning document 

for their story (A3 

sheet with a folder 

which children can 

scrapbook ideas 

into) 

 

Create a timeline 

and details for their 

story. 

 

Ensure technical 

vocabulary is clear. 

Model 

 

Share example of 

teacher written 

story. 

 

S2S:  

 

Chronological order 

Modal verbs. 

Speech 

punctuation 

First person 

pronouns. 

 

Each day, Model 

and shared write of 

the beginning, 

Write/Edit/Publish 

 

Chn draft their story. 

 

Chn peer-assess 

and edit their 

stories. 

 

Chn re-draft their 

stories for 

publication in class 

book entitled; I wish 

I were in charge! 

 

 

Inspire Immerse Analyse Generate Model Write Edit Publish 



 
(silly and serious 

choices.) 

Farm) Count Olaf 

(Series of 

Unfortunate Events). 

 

Mini-write – 

description of a 

villain. 

 

Peer-assess and edit 

their descriptions. 

 

Pick out the 

conjunctions, modal 

verbs, dialogue. 

 

Change 3rd to 1st 

person. 

Create S2s for their 

own story. 

 

 

Check correct 

spellings of key 

vocabulary. 

 

 

middle, and end of 

the story. 

 

Maths 
 

Week 1 
Wb 

07.09.20 

Week 2 
WB 14.09.20 

 

Week 3 
WB 21.09.20  

 

Week 4 
WB 28.09.20 

Week 5 
WB 05.10.20 

Week 6 
WB 12.10.20 

Week 7 
WB 19.10.20 

Focus for 

the 

week: 
Weekly 

overview 

Focus for the week: 

Number and place 

value. 

Focus for the week: 

Number and place 

value. 

Focus for the week: 

Addition & 

Subtraction. 

Focus for the 

week: Addition 

and Subtraction. 

 

Focus for the week: 

Addition and 

Subtraction. 

 

Focus for the week: 

Statistics: 

 

 Mental/oral starters: 

Counting in 1000s 

and 10, 000s up and 

back from various 

points. 

 

Arithmetic focus: 

place value of 

numbers up to 

1,000,000 

 

Mental/oral starters: 

Fluency – spotting 

patterns and counting. 

 

Arithmetic focus: 

positive and negative 

numbers. 

 

LO: count forwards and 

backwards with positive 

and negative whole 

Mental/oral starters:  

Reasoning – I am 

thinking of a 

number… 

 

Arithmetic focus: 

rounding and Roman 

Numerals. 

 
LO: solve problems 

using place value 

and rounding skills. 

Mental/oral 

starters: number 

sequences. 

 

Arithmetic focus: 

mental strategies 

leading to formal 

methods. 

 
LO: add and 

subtract numbers 

mentally. 

Mental/oral starters: 

number sequences. 

 

Arithmetic focus: 

written methods and 

reasoning. 

 
LO: use addition skills to 

solve number puzzles. 

Activity: chn solve 

magic squares & 

arithmagons puzzles. 

Mental/oral starters: 

times tables recall. 

 

Arithmetic focus:  

 
LO: read and interpret 

line graphs. 

Activity:  

Children explore what 

they are for, when they 

are used and begin to 

answer simple 



 
LO: Read, write, 

numbers to at least 

100,000 and 

determine the value 

of each digit.   

 

Activity: read the 

numbers, saying 

value of each digit. 

Partition them 

(expanded notation) 

 

LO: compare and 

order numbers. 

 

Activity: Explain how 

to order the 

numbers, looking at 

which digits first then 

order given digits in 

ascending order.  

Missing number 

problems where 

missing number is a 

multiple of 1000 or 

10,000 

 

LO: compare and 

order numbers up to 

1,000,000 

 

Activity: Make own 

numbers with 

counters and place 

value grids then 

work out: Write down 

the numbers that 

are: 

a) One thousand 

more 

b) Ten less 

numbers, including 

through zero.  

 

Activity: Identify the rule 

in each sequence. 

 
LO: count on and back 

in powers of 10. 

Activity: Chn count on 

and back in steps of 

100, 1000 and 10,000. 

Identify the missing 

numbers in the 

sequences. 

 

LO: round numbers to 

the nearest 10,100,1000 

or 10,000. 

 

Activity: round the given 

numbers, some in word 

problem format. Find 

the lowest/highest 

numbers that could be 

rounded to 10,000. 

 

 

LO: solve problems 

involving negative 

numbers. 

 

Activity: Use knowledge 

of negative numbers to 

solve the word 

problems. 
 

Activity: A selection 

of word problems 

with missing number 

word problems. Chn 

explain reasoning. E. 

G. 67298 + _____ = 

67898 

 

LO: read Roman 

Numerals up to 1000. 

 

Activity: explain 

reasoning – how to 

correctly transform 

numbers into Roman 

Numerals. 

 

LO: read years in 

Roman Numerals. 

 

Activity: convert 

date (years) from 

history into numbers.  

 

LO: recall methods 

for adding large 

numbers. 

 

Activity: chn use a 

range of strategies to 

add numbers (4 and 

5 digit), exploring 

methods and 

reasoning.  
 

Activity: addition 

and subtraction 

pyramids ‘top 

spot’ game. 

  

LO: solve problems 

involving addition. 

 

Activity: use 

formal methods to 

solve word 

problems and 

explore puzzles 

involving addition. 

 

LO: solve addition 

missing digit 

problems. 

 

Activity: column 

addition problems 

where some digits 

are missing. 

Explain reasoning 

and explore 

possibilities. 

 

LO: use mental 

strategies to 

quickly add and 

subtract large 

numbers. 

 

Activity: explain 

method used and 

reasoning for 

questions such as 

29 845 + 600 

800 000 + 295 832 

600 744 – 40 000 
 

 

LO: use written methods 

to solve subtraction 

problems. 

 

Activity: explore 

methods and share 

ideas – working 

collaboratively. 

 

LO: solve subtraction 

word problems. 

 

Activity: use formal 

method subtraction 

skills to solve word 

problems. 

 

LO: use rounding to 

estimate the answers to 

problems. 

 

Activity: chn are given 

problems where 

rounding has been 

done inaccurately – 

check and solve.  

 
 

questions relating to 

data shown. 

 

LO: draw line graphs. 

Activity: Children 

present given data in 

line graphs. (ICT link: 

Move onto 

Excel/Numbers using 

Ipad) 

 

LO: use line graphs to 

solve problems. 

Activity: Chn explore 

more complicated 

questions and make 

extrapolations for 

future. 

 

LO: present research 

using line graphs. 

 

Activity: Chn collect 

own data and present 

to peers. 



 
c) One hundred less 

d) A hundred 

thousand more. 

e) Twenty thousand 

less 

f) Nine more 

 

 

LO: compare and 

order numbers up to 

1,000,000 

Activity: Children use 

dice to generate 6-

digit numbers. Use 

the inequality 

symbol to compare 

them. Play game in 

pairs to see who can 

make the highest 

value number with 6 

throws of the dice.  

 
 

         

Discrete Subjects  

 

 Week 1 
Wb 07.09.20 

Week 2 
WB 14.09.20 

 

Week 3 
WB 21.09.20  

 

Week 4 
WB 28.09.20 

Week 5 
WB 05.10.20 

Week 6 
WB 12.10.20 

Week 7 
WB 19.10.20 

Whole 

Class 

Reading 

Name 

whole 

class 

Strategies:  

Prediction – 

themes stated 

and implied. 

 

The Accidental 

Prime Minister. 

Strategies: 

inference: 

viewpoints of 

characters within 

and across texts. 

P.E.E. 

 

Strategies: 

Clarifying: explore 

text specific 

vocab. Identify 

fact and opinion. 

 

Strategies:  

Questioning: 

ask and answer 

questions to 

understand 

themes and 

authorial intent. 

Strategies: 

Evaluating: discuss 

and evaluate 

texts. Justify 

opinions. 

 

Strategies: Making 

Connections: 

comparisons 

within and across 

texts. 

 

 

Strategies: 

Summarising. 

 

Retrieve and 

record key 

information from 

non-fiction. 



 
reading 

strategy 

  

Suggeste

d text / 

genre  

 

(Ongoing – core 

text) 

 

Fiction 

LO: predict the 

outcome of our 

text based on the 

front cover. 

 

Activity: Discuss 

the front cover 

and title. What is 

the role of the 

Prime Minister? 

Children to write 

their predictions.  

 

Selection of 

extracts - fiction 

 

 

Become a leader 

like Michelle 

Obama - 

biography 

 

 

  

 

Science 

 

 

 LO: understand 

what reproduction 

is 

Activity:   

asexual 

reproduction in 

flowers/plants. 

 
sort 

sexual/asexual 

reproduction 

cards into groups 

 

research, label, 

and design poster 

explaining asexual 

reproduction 

 

LO:  describe the 

stages of human 

development. 

Activity:  Chn 

draw own timeline 

of the stages. 

LO: explore how 

babies develop 

and grow. 

Activity:  

Watch video of a 

health check. 

(Invite a parent (s) 

in to discuss) (Red 

books?) 

explore 

development 

(look at EYFS 

documents?)  

 

LO: present data 

relating to growth 

of babies.  

Activity:  

 plot data on a 

graph/interpret 

data. 

 

 

LO: understand 

what gestation is. 

 

Activity: sort the 

animal cards and 

investigate if there 

is a correlation 

between 

size/class of 

animal and 

gestation length. 

 

 

LO: investigate a 

question and 

present results. 

Activity: Children 

investigate 

height/arm span 

etc. … present 

data using iPad 

(numbers)  

 



 
Computing  LO: create a 

program using 

code. 

 

Activity: Lesson 

1\5.1 2code. 

LO: write a 

program that 

simulates a 

physical system. 

 

Activity: Lesson 2 

/5.1 2code 

LO: explore text 

variables 

 

Activity: Lesson 3 

5.1 2code 

LO: combine use 

of variables. 

 

Activity: Lesson 4 

and 5/ 5.1 2code. 

LO: combine the 

use of variables to 

design a game. 

 

Activity: Lesson 4 

and 5 /5.1 2code. 

LO: explore the 

launch command 

button. 

 

Activity: Lesson 

6/5.1 2code 

R. E LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: identify how some people 

represent Jesus. 

 

Discuss ways Jesus is portrayed: display 

quotes and images around the 

classroom. Chn to circulate in pairs and 

discuss – share thoughts with class. 

 

Activity: Review artists’ impressions and 

discuss. What do we actually know 

about his qualities? Children to draw 

outline of body with own qualities 

inside.   

 

Plenary: Discuss the metaphors in the 

Bible e.g. I am the bread of life.  

Children choose one metaphor to 

illustrate.  

 

 

LO: compare Jesus’ explanations of 

happiness with modern life.  

discuss the Beatitudes and what they 

mean.   

 

Activity: Explore what makes us happy 

today. Children make their own 

beatitude “Happy are those who … 

because …” 

 

Plenary: explore why Jesus is still 

important to Christians today.  Watch 

and discuss videos of people 

explaining why Jesus is important to 

them. 

 

 

LO: explore the teachings of Jesus. 

Read some of the miracles/parables. 

Focus on the calming of the storm. 

(Animal Tales by Nick Butterworth) 

explore the idea of Jesus as a “Storm 

Stopper”  

 

Activity: Children to write a kenning 

about Jesus.  

 

Plenary: “The Prodigal Son” from last 

year. Explore the idea that Jesus 

portrays God as a loving father. 

 

 

Music  LO: 

 

Activity: 

 

Remove if your 

class is NOT doing 

music for this half 

term.  

 

LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: 

 

Activity: 

Art /DT LO: 

 

Activity: 

LO: create depth 

in pictures. 

Activity: Children 

draw simple 

landscape 

LO: construct line 

drawings using 

one-point 

perspective. 

LO: use 

watercolours 

correctly. 

Activity: 

LO: construct 

drawings of 

buildings. 

Activity: Using 

charcoal. 

LO: construct 

drawings of 

buildings. 

Activity:  Using 

charcoal. 

LO: evaluate our 

drawings. 

Activity: 



 
pictures with 

mountains in 

background, 

animals in the 

foreground and 

different size grass 

and shrubs in 

foreground and 

middle ground. 

Activity: Draw the 

horizon line, 

vanishing point 

and 

buildings/trees 

lining the avenue.  

Trace the lines in 

black waterproof 

ink. 

 

 

Finish their avenue 

artwork by adding 

colour. 

 

Use two-point 

perspective to 

draw a building as 

if you are facing 

its corner. Children 

to draw simple 

cuboid building 

shapes. 

 

 

Children use 

knowledge of 

perspective 

drawing to copy a 

perspective 

drawing of a real 

building. (School 

Hall). 

Tabletop gallery – 

children to assess 

each other’s work. 

 

French  
 

 

LO: learn vocabulary for hobbies and 

numbers. 

See LJR year 5 Lesson 10 for vocab, 

sound files, songs, and ideas. 

 

First, revise numbers for 1-50. 

 

Explain vocab: jouer au football, 

danser, parler en français, regarder la 

télévision, faire du jogging, lire.  plus … 

que ... more... than... 

 

Teacher says: Qu’est-ce que tu vas 

faire?’ (What are you going to do?) 

Children respond Je vais + verb 

(chosen from list above. (I am going to 

…) 

 

Children record vocab in books. 

 

Activity: Children work in pairs to record 

pulse before and after 2 minutes of 

chosen activity. Complete the chart in 

books: Nom/avant/activite/apres. 

(photograph for books. 

 
If possible, parts 3 & 4 to be completed – graph 

and statements for display. 

 

LO: express likes and dislikes about 

food in French. 

See LJR Year 5 Lesson 11 for vocab, 

sound files, songs, and ideas. 

 

Introduce vocabulary for food items 

(play splat?) le pain bread, la 

baguette French stick, le riz rice,  les 

pâtes pasta, les pommes de terre 

potatoes, le jambon ham, * le poisson 

fish * le fromage cheese l’eau water le 

yaourt yoghurt * le chocolat chocolate 

* la glace ice-cream * le gâteau cake 

les biscuits * les chips crisps * les frites 

chips la salade lettuce/salad les 

carottes carrots les petits pois peas 

 

Ask chn to name 5 “English” foods. 

What about French foods? Introduce 

the children to five items: le pain – 

bread la baguette – French stick le 

yaourt – yoghurt l’eau – water le 

chocolat chaud – hot chocolate and 

explain to the children that these 

would be the differences they would 

notice immediately if they were to stay 

with a French family. 

 

Children state: 

 

LO: explain differences between 

breakfast in France and Britain. 

See LJR Year 5 Lesson 14 for vocab, 

sound files, songs, and ideas. 

 

Introduce vocabulary for breakfast 

items: un croissant a croissant un pain 

au chocolat name for a rectangular 

pastry with dark chocolate in the 

centre un pain aux raisins name for a 

circular pastry with currants and raisins 

une tartine a slice of bread and butter 

un chocolat chaud a hot chocolate un 

jus d’orange an orange juice Tu 

veux...? Would you like...? Je voudrais... 

I would like... 

 

Watch video clip? Discuss as per ideas 

on the LJR lesson plan. 

 

 

Activity: Breakfast roleplay with either 

real or play food. Tu veux...? Would you 

like...? Je voudrais I would like S’il te 

plaît/s’il vous plaît* please merci thank 

you non, merci no thank you 
 

 



 

 

 

J’ aime   or   Je n’aime pas each of the 

foods. 

 

Move onto asking questions:  Tu aimes 

le Jambon? Oui, J’aime le jambon, et 

toi? Non, Je n’aime pas le jambon. 

 

Stalling words: Et alors – well... Eh bien – 

well... Mmm – Mmm... Voyons – Let’s 

see... 

 

P. E 

 

NETBALL 

 LO: pass and 

receive the ball. 

 

Activity: Complete 

PE Year 5 SSSL1 

Refine passing 

and receiving. 

 

Chn may need 

initial 

demonstrations of 

how to pass and 

receive a ball. 

 

Swimming 

(Gandalf)  

 

Cricket (Aragorn) 

LO: apply passing 

and footwork to 

defend 

effectively. 

 

Activity:  

Complete PE Year 

5 SSSL2 

 

Swimming 

(Gandalf)  

 

Cricket (Aragorn) 

 

LO: develop 

passing, moving, 

and shooting skills. 

 

Activity:  

Complete PE Year 

5 SSSL3 

 

Swimming 

(Gandalf)  

 

Cricket (Aragorn) 

 

LO: create 

shooting 

opportunities. 

 

Activity:  

Complete PE Year 

5 SSSL4 

 

Swimming 

(Gandalf)  

 

Cricket (Aragorn) 

 

LO: use effective 

footwork to 

create flow. 

 

Activity:  

Complete PE Year 

5 SSSL5 

 

Swimming 

(Gandalf)  

 

Cricket (Aragorn) 

 

LO: play a game 

abiding by the 

rules of netball.  

 

Activity:  

Complete PE Year 

5 SSSL6 

 

Swimming 

(Gandalf)  

 

Cricket (Aragorn) 

 

RsE/PSHE 

(Class 

assembly) 

LO:  

Use building 

blocks that are 

NOT going to be 

covered by your 

curriculum over 

the year and also 

NOT covered in 

assembly 

LO: LO: LO: LO: LO: LO: 


